
  Class texts- whole class reading, extracts, thematic books 
 

 The Gondrots 

 The Iron man 

 Inventors 

 Musicians 
 
 

Year 4 Learning Challenge 

+ 

 

Cognitive skills / meta-learning – specific teaching examples to use in 
learning 
 

 CAF- initial idea/ prior knowledge 

 PMI- Evaluate subjects/ experiences 

 APC-  

 Collaboration/ planning- learning challenge 

 Listening  

 Absorption- feelings music inspires 

 Questioning 

 Imitation- musical artists and Art 

Killer Questions- those asked to measure understanding of pupils 
at key    milestone points during the term 
 

 Which invention since the Victorian era has changed the 
lives of people the most? 

 Why have some inventions changed over time? Give 
examples behind your reasoning 

 How is music listened to? 

 What effect does layering and looping have on music? 
 

 
 
 
 

Public Product – what will the 
outcome look like to demonstrate 
learning?  
The children will create their own 
music/promotion video/instrument. 
Children will use their knowledge of 
electricity and music to promote 
upcoming events and themes in 
school. 

Hooks or memorable 
experiences 
 

 Visit to The Think Tank 

 Dance off 
 
 
  



Year Group 4 Term Autumn Challenge pack Electric Avenue 

SUBJECT                             
Children will learn about/ will know WHAT? (Declarative 

knowledge) 
Children will know HOW To…? (Procedural 

knowledge) 
Prior learning (Schemata) Vocabulary 

History 

The light bulb and telephone: 

Why were they invented? What previous knowledge have they of oil 

lamps, lanterns, candles - Link to industrial revolution and growth of 

electricity and communications. 

Who invented them? Watt, Bell. Edison.  

How and Why do these inventions evolve over time? Developments in 

technology, manufacturing, need, consumerism/fashion. 

Music 

How is music recorded and listened to? 

Technology, radio transmitters, Recording studios DAB 

What inventions enable us to do this?  

Grammar phone, turntables, tapes, CD, downloads, Apps (cloud based 

services) 

How and Why have these inventions evolved over time? 

Developments in technology, manufacturing, need, 

consumerism/fashion. 

To know what impact technology has had on instruments over time. 

Bands now vs bands then, Garageband, acoustic/electric, looping 

H2.3c Make connections and contrasts over different periods of 

time 

H2.2c Identify and give reasons for historical changes and 

events 

H2.2a Question why some significant features of historical 

societies still exist today 

H2.1d Use understanding of specific time periods to create an 

identified timeline 

H2.2b Use different sources of information to build up specific 

pictures of the past 

To build on our prior knowledge of 

the Victorians so that we can have a 

starting point for chronological 

understanding of electricity using 

our locality lens of the industrial 

revolution. 

 

 

- Inventor enigma feasible 

product services resources             

patent phenomenon 

invention innovation            

inquiry communication 

electricity  

Art 

What art did Andy Warhol produce and what style did he use? 

Pop Art, Abstract/contrast, influence of music, capture popular 

themes. 

A2.1a Record and explore ideas from first hand observation or 

from experience and imagination 

A2.1c Name some artists. 

A2.1b Know that artists are important in our society.  A2.1d 

Select ideas from a studied artist or art form to use in our own 

work. 

A2.3d Know that images can be repeat printed using a variety 

of block and mono printing techniques to make patterns and 

pictures. 

How to capture an era through 

portrait paintings. Create accurate 

close observational drawings of 

more complicated human faces – 

Queen Victoria. How to make a 

plaque for a painting with historical 

relevance. 

- Small Big Colour Unusual 

Theme Layers Bright Fun 

Suitable Dots Stripes 

Material Shape Form Popular 

Pattern  

Design 

Technology 

Instruments: 

What is the process of designing a musical instrument? 

Plan, research, specification, design, make and evaluate. 

How do different materials change sound? 

Wood, plastic, string, paper 

What equipment will be needed to make different instruments? 

Straws, balloons, rice, containers, elastic bands, boxes 

D2.1a Describe how my design ideas fulfils a purpose 
D2.1b Explain how my ideas meet set design criteria 
D2.1c Create a design for a product that is appealing, with clear 
steps to produce it so that it is fit for purpose 
D2.1d Produce a labelled plan, explaining my process of 
production 

D2.2a Use technical understanding 

of making something move (axles, 

levels, pulleys) to complete a task 

D2.3b Measure, mark out, cut, 

score, join and assemble materials 

Equipment Design Production 

sound source noise vibrate travel 

solid liquid gas pitch tune high low 

volume loud quiet fainter muffle 

vibrations insulation instrument 

percussion strings brass woodwind 

tuned instrument 

Music 

What genre of music do Phillip Glass and Ed Sheeran create and 

perform?  Contemporary classical and singer/performer/pop music 

What are layering and looping and what effect do they have on music?  

Combining more than two sounds to play in unison  

Repetitive short sections of tracks (1 to 4 bars in length) that are 

repeated. 

How to compose a song to a certain audience? 

Purpose, genre, audience, instruments, lyrics and technology. 

M2.1a I can sing songs with greater expression and pitch 

accuracy 

M2.2e I can perform with an audience in mind. 

M2.4a I listen to a wide variety of musical genres for longer 

periods. 

M2.4b I can listen to a short sequence and make an answering 

phrase. 

M1.4a I can listen to a variety of 

music and describe it in simple 

terms e.g. fast, slow, loud, and soft. 

 

M1.4c I can use simple adjectives to 

comment on the musical elements 

including timbre, tempo, and 

dynamics 

Tempo 

Pitch 

Crescendo 

Diminuendo 

Harmony 

Melody 



ICT and 

Computing 

(include 

Apps and 

digital pencil 

case) 

How to use a search engine accurately?  Carry out research of how 

music has been historically recorded and listened to. 

How can Apps help to make music and videos? 

Garage band, I-movie,  

C2.4b Use search technologies effectively 

C2.1c To record and edit sounds/music 

C2.2a Select a variety of software to accomplish given goals 

C1.1bTo take photos   

C1.1cTo record a video 

Green screen  Puppet pals 

Audio - Beat- Bpm - Chorus -.  

Clipping - Compressor -  

PE 

Dance - How can contemporary dance moves be used with specific 

music? 

Movement, sequence, synchronised. 

P2.3a Pupils can talk about similarities and difference between 

their own and others work and suggest improvements. 

P1.3b Talk about differences 

between their own and others 

performances and suggest 

improvements. 

Describe, analyse, interpret, 

evaluate       Communication 

Relationships 

to core 

subjects 

(Maths, 

English, 

Science) 

English 

Can we create a character description based on the Iron man – Ted 

Hughes? Use powerful verbs and Onomatopoeia. 

Science    Electricity 

How do common appliances run on electricity? 

Will a lamp light or not in a simple series circuit, based on whether or 

not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery? 

- construct a simple series electrical circuit, 

How does a switch control a circuit? 

- identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, 

switches and buzzers                                                                        

Why are some materials conductors/insulators? 

Metal vs wood 

Sound 

How are sounds made? 

Associating some of them with something vibrating 

How does sound travel so that it is heard? 

Through vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear. 

How are musical patterns constructed? 

Patterns between the pitch of a sound and features of the object that 

produced it. 

What is the relationship between volume and vibration? 

Find the patterns between the two and also that sounds get fainter as 

the distance from the sound source increases 

Writing to entertain. Adjectives and fronted adverbials 

and noun phrases. 

 

I know what every day electrical objects are. 

 

I understand and know how electricity works 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I can make a musical instrument with different pitches. 

 

I can identify vibrations and understand the role of the ear and 

sound. 

 

I can understand and predict if different distances will impact 

the level of sound from its source. 

 

 

KS1 – Materials 

distinguish between an object and 

the material from which it is made  

identify and name a variety of 

everyday materials, including wood, 

plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock  

 describe the simple physical 

properties of a variety of everyday 

materials  

 compare and group together a 

variety of everyday materials on the 

basis of their simple physical 

properties. 

Electricity - appliances electricity 

electrical circuit cell wire bulb 

buzzer danger electrical safety sign 

insulators wood rubber plastic 

glass conductors metal water 

switch open closed components 

plug motor mains 

sound - sound source noise vibrate 

travel solid liquid gas pitch tune 

high low volume loud quiet fainter 

muffle vibrations insulation 

instrument percussion strings 

brass woodwind tuned instrument 

research- relevant questions 

scientific enquiry comparative and 

fair test systematic careful 

observation accurate 

measurements equipment 

record- drawings, labelled 

diagrams, tables oral and written 

explanations conclusion 

predictions differences, 

similarities, change evidence 

improve 

 


